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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like prisoners doing yoga!

By John Pastore ~ Daily Bull

So the USG met again for
the second time this semester, and they’ve just
about hammered out how
the Student Activity Fee will
be distributed for the next
year – or more accurately,
as budget hearings haven’t
even started yet, they’ve
worked out the protocols
for doing so. There’s also a
slight extension in the sake
of fairness if you’re a student
group and try to complain
about your rather pathetic
budget – you’ve now got
10 days after your allocation
published, rather then just
10 days from the decision.
I don’t know how it will impact the 182 kilobucks left
in the SAF account for this
year, but I hope to find out.
In other accounts, the reserve fund is at $97k, the
Educational Opportunities
fund is at $18k, and the USG
seems to have both 5 and
...see Rollin’ in Dollars on back

Nathan Wonders: Mondays?!
Brought to you by Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller

By Stephen Whittaker ~ Daily Bull

Another weekend is here and I’m
guessing none of you have any real
plans, right... Since this is quite obviously true then it looks like it’s time for
you to waste. I mean, use in taste your
time this weekend to watch another
installment from the fifty cents or less
movie collection I’ll be reviewing.
Without getting you any more excited
let me get started: Trip With Teacher.
This week’s movie is entitled “Trip With
Teacher”, and in classic 70’s style it borders on horror and pornography. This
one was also from Wal-Mart, folks!
The story starts off with two bikers,
Al and Pete, who become stranded
when one of their bikes gets a flat.
Another guy on a bike, Jay, stops and
has a tire pump and helps them get
the tire fixed up. After fixing the tire
Jay decides to tag along with Al and
Pete. The three guys then travel down
the road and end up behind what
appears to be a school bus filled with
girls that are of ambiguous age. I’m
going to go with old enough… for
what? To partay!
They follow these girls on the bus pass-

ing them, and riding alongside them
while waving and howling at the girls
on the bus.
The bus and all the bikers stop at a gas
station. The girls get off the bus and
begin to flirt with Jay. After the bus was
filled up the girls left and Pete and Al
still had to get gas. Pete got into a spiff
with the station attendant and told Al
that he would take care of paying for
the gas. Pete then went into the station,
paid, and the attendant went back to
working under a car in the garage. Pete
followed him out and lowered the car,
crushing the attendant in the process.
Then the film cuts back over to the bus
where it breaks down stranding all the
girls in the desert. The bikers come and
the teacher, Miss Tenny, asks them for
help. After being unable to fix the bus,
Al says that there is a farmer nearby
who has the tools he needs to fix. The
bikers then are somehow able to pull
the bus there using their bikes. Don’t
ask me how this works.
Upon reaching the farmer’s house,
we find out the place is abandoned.
Shortly thereafter, Pete starts to get a
...see Worst field trip ever on back

THE NEW DAILY BULL RECIPE WILL BE
RELEASED NEXT WEEK. NOW WITH
100% MORE MONDAYS!

Face it: Americans love to complain. “Boo healthcare reform.”
“Get those criminals off Wall
Street.” “My ice cream is melting
all over my hand.” It goes on and
on. One of our favorite things
to complain about are Mondays.
This segment of the whining-likea-baby market is so popular that
it has enabled Jim Davis, creator
of Garfield, to continue running
his strip for as long the day of the week still exists, despite not coming up
with an original joke on the subject for 20 years.
Never fear! Unlike obese orange felines, we at the Daily Bull have just
what you need to get through those terrible start-of-the-week blues. After
a unanimous decision, we are proud to announce that we’re finally going to
be living up to our name and printing issues Monday-Friday. Rejoice!
For those of you who are unaware, the Daily Bull hasn’t been daily in, well,
“forever.” Since our history was never passed down through the ages, we
can only imagine the last time we were that cool. Even our advisor, David
Olson, can’t remember. Course, he can hardly remember the last time he
read any issue, but that’s besides the point. For the first time in at least
5-6 years, we’ll be bringing the random entertainment every day
of the [school] week. Welcome to the glory days!
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I don’t think anyone should write
their autobiography until after
they’re dead.
~ Samuel Goldwyn
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TO JOIN THE BULL!

If we’re going to be running
issues 5 days a week, we’re
gonna need a whole pile of
people to help out! Don’t
get me wrong, we’ve got
some great people on staff as
it is. There’s always room for
more though, especially with
attractive benefits packages
and caring, loving leaders.
The times, they are a-changin’.
Hop on board soldier!
~Random mutant creature
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little too close to one of the girls when
Miss Tenny steps in. Pete then starts to
get angry with her and the bus driver
has to step in. Upon seeing the bus
driver fighting with Pete, Al decides
he is going to ride his bike towards
him. The bus driver then instead of
going into the bus decides to start
running then Pete gets onto his bike
and begins chasing him too but ends
up running him over and killing him.
As with a lot of my reviews this is the
point where things start to get good,
and this is where I’ll take the liberty of
summing the movie up. Al and Pete
take Jay and girls as hostage in the
abandoned cabin to prevent them
from going to the police. While Al
proceeds to get drunk, Pete decides
he is going to take some liberties with
the girls. Thus begins the rape train.
All aboard the rape train, w00t w00t.
Eventually Jay and the girls are able to
overpower Al and Pete and get away
but not after a long annoying time.

$10k in differently allocated resources. In allocations if you’re reading, sponsoring a bus from MTU would be a
from this, we’ve seen 1 kilobuck for MTU Sailing club great thing cause we could fit more of our pep band on
it. It’ll cost about 2.5 kilobucks to rent round trip, and we
for gas and travel, and .04 kilobucks for The Troupe.
can make faces at state senators.
I’d like to note, if you’re trying to start a student organization, graduate or undergrad, the EduOpp fund The website is mostly up; you can review the minutes of
can be tapped right off. You probably ought to abuse the meetings of the USG and look at some of their docuthat. We could use like... a microwaving club, or a bal- ments, but you’ll also note they’ve got a lot of placelooning club, or even something to get all those furries holder stuff – ie, the Poll being “A Poll” and Popular Pages
off the streets. Women’s Lacrosse finally tapped it last being “Most popular pages.” At least it’s stable in some
week, so it’s pretty clear new groups are to be funded browsers now.
from it.
James Coleman has dropped out of the provost race,
Winter Carnival is Feb 3, so the USG chili van is prepped leaving only Priscilla Nelson, Jeff Wright, and Max Seel in
and ready to serve. Feel free to bring your elderly and the running; Max will have an open forum on the 26th so
enfeebled friends to the the karn; USG will be out to you might wanna ask him some questions. Let me take
ensure they don’t get ran over on the highway that runs this time to state that whoever the choice may end up
through the campus. After this Carnival, there will be being, I for one welcome our new academic overlords.
a constitution review on Feb 9 at the Sig Tau Gamma
house, and again a bit after that. Important issues will The MUB is having some tournaments this weekend [really? So soon?] so that may be fun. And it seems some
be looked at, see if they aren’t.
Illuminati have been meeting in secret to remove the
USG Executive board nominations are open now, and bowling alley and replace it with a golf sim. As 25% of
will remain so till Feb 17. Data packets are available the students hear have taken “bowling” for a PE credit,
at the USG window, and if you’re trying to become a this might ruffle some feathers; the MUB board is looking
into it.
normal representative, they can probably help you.

This movie really didn’t have any redeeming qualities. No gore, not really
scary, and not even the boobs could
make up for how bad it was. I’m going to give it 2 magic school busses
of rape out of 5. Until next time, have
a great weekend.

There will be another SAM [Student Association of
Michigan] conference at NMU on Feb 12-14, so USG
is looking for a few good reps. What the hell is SAM?
I’m not sure, but mistudents.org seems to be their site,
and they’ve got details for the Rally For Higher Education at the State Capitol on March 25 that I hope to go
to myself, using a bus supplied from NMU. Hey, Mroz,

High School
Sucked?
By Bob Dickus ~ Daily Bull

So as you all probably remember,
break just came and went, meaning that we all got to reunite with
our high school friends. For some,
this was a good thing, while for
others not so much. Now I don’t

know about you, but I loved high
school. Well at least the last half of
my senior year. So with these positive memories of high school in my
head, I decided to head back to
my old high school with some of
my high school friends and check
it out. First off, we get stopped
by the old traffic rent-a-cop in the
parking lot and then again in the
lunchroom by the hall supervisor.
All we were trying to do was see

As a final note, expect some changes at Kday next year
– the IFC is considering redesigning the whole event,
from location and busing needs to community involvement and better attendance over all by being at a less
distant, less expensive park, but mostly cause it’s been
kinda poorly planned and implemented. Don’t worry
guys, I know how that feels.

some old friends. Anyway, after all
that trouble we finally get to sit next
to our old friends.

dents because as long as a student
is attending they’re considered a
minor.

Now, the lunchroom was much
different then I remember it. If you
think we’re heavily monitored in
any of the MTU dining halls, think
again. At my old high school I
counted 7 (seven) people monitoring lunch for 400 kids. Unfortunately, they need to watch the stu-

Oh, and the douchebags. Don’t
even get me started on some of
the kids I went to school with. I
mean you have anything from the
guy with the white sunglasses to
the Guido; we had them all. Although it sucked, hopefully it will
get better with time.

